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The President’s Column
It’s the last year of my Presidential Biennium for SELA. I’m excited about all of the events
we will be planning this year, while also thinking
forward on my future rolls in this fantastic organization. Our 2022 Leadership Team is strong! We
will meet March 7th at 10:00 a.m. CST on Zoom to
discuss plans for this year as well as focusing on
conference planning. We have a joint conference
scheduled with the great state of Mississippi set
for October 11-14 in Meridian at the MSU Riley
Center. As part of the Joint Conference Planning
Committee, I can assure you this will be a great
year to attend an IN-PERSON conference. This
conference is a hybrid conference, but I am looking forward to having the “hybrid” portion set up
as live streaming events, so that the focus is on
being at the conference and engaging with other
attendees in the same room! I don’t know about
you, but I am ready to get back to seeing people
more (even if we are wearing a mask!). I hope you
can save these conference dates on your calendars
and plan to join us. More information about conference hotel rates and a call for posters and
presentations will happen in March. If you are not
getting information on the SELA listserv, please
email me and I will make sure you are added as
this will be the primary way that we will be communicating upcoming events and deadlines.
Even though we are living in the year
2022, some things feel like we are living in the
year 1965. Many of you have heard about, or have
been directly affected by, recent challenges to
books in school and public libraries as well as an
attack on the notion of critical race theory and
how its teachings affect K-12 educational standards. I confess that I work in an academic institution where these challenges rarely happen, yet the
discussion of banned books has always been near
to my heart. My MLIS thesis topic was banned
books in the catalogs of Mississippi academic libraries in the early 2000s. Most of our SELA state
organizations have reaffirmed ALA’s Freedom to
Read Statement in their listservs and websites. I
certainly stand behind this and applaud this. Recently, ALA implemented another layer to ad

dressing challenges to “problematic authors”
which reflects, unfortunately, how libraries have
to stand up to bigotry and racism still, even in
2022, and continue to teach the public about fairness, equality, kindness, community, and access
even when our patrons resist these teachings or
respond negatively.
Please know that SELA stands behind you
if you are dealing with these issues at your own
library. Stay strong! If we don’t work together, we
don’t work at all. Please email me with any questions or concerns you are having in SELA. I am
happy to listen to your issues as well as place you
with a team where your service will make your
membership more meaningful and your contributions will make SELA stronger.

Melissa Dennis
University of Mississippi
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Strict Mask Enforcement in an Academic Library
Stuart Gaetjensa (sgaetjens@tntech.edu)
a

Tennessee Tech University, Cookeville, Tennessee, USA

ABSTRACT
Universities faced a variety of options regarding COVID-19 preparations and enforcement rules in the
fall 2020 and spring 2021 semesters. Libraries were on the front line as they provided computer labs,
wi-fi, study spaces, and academic resources. The Angelo and Jennette Volpe Library at Tennessee Tech
University made major changes as part of a campus-wide mobilization to provide face to face classes and
services during the COVID-19 pandemic. Staff installed dozens of signs, stored away hundreds of chairs,
and recorded new public address announcements. Students started the semester wearing masks, but as
a group they steadily moved in the direction of masklessness. During the final week of the semester only
38% were wearing masks over their noses and mouths. Between semesters the university administration
asked the library dean to strictly enforce mask wearing in the library. Volunteer library staff strictly enforced mask wearing, including removing students from the library without a warning for not wearing a
mask. As a result of the new enforcement students wore masks at a 95% rate with another 4% wearing
their masks below their noses. The latter were asked to raise their masks. The tale of the two semesters
shows that strict enforcement can generate a high compliance rate despite students’ inclination toward
not wearing masks.
KEYWORDS
COVID-19 pandemic, university libraries, mask wearing, student behavior

In response to the need to protect students, staff, and faculty from the spread of COVID-19, Tennessee Tech University initiated several changes for the fall 2020 semester. The university moved many
classes online, but still offered 40% of the undergraduate classes face to face. Several campus-wide committees worked on changes to classrooms, building entrances, and pedestrian traffic inside buildings.
They also reduced seating, installed partitions, restricted access to drinking fountains (but allowed bottle
filling stations), provided hand sanitizer stations at the entrance to all buildings, handed out information, masks, and sanitizer to all students, and added new signage to explain all the changes.
The Tennessee Tech library made many changes too. Classrooms within the library were thinned
of extra seating so students would be six feet away from classmates. The front doors to the library were
clearly marked as entrances and exits so library users would enter and exit to the right. Partitions were
installed around teaching stations, in some faculty offices, and at service points. Seating was reduced by
53% as tables were allotted chairs in proportion to their capacity to accommodate distanced sitters.
Hourly announcements went out over the public address system reminding everyone that all library patrons needed to wear masks at all times within the building. Signage announced the mask wearing requirement. The most common sign stated, “ENTERING MASK ZONE, Face Coverings are Required.”
That sign was posted at the entrance as well on each table, study carrel, booth, and study room in the
building.
Everything was in place, but the library lacked an enforcement mechanism. During the fall 2020
semester, library staff kept detailed statistics of mask wearing by patrons in the library. A seating study
conducted in the fall 2019 semester identified 11:30 am, followed by 1:00 pm as the peak usage times for
people studying in the library, so those times were chosen for the fall 2020 mask wearing observations.
The data showed a steady decline in mask wearing from 100% on day one of the semester to only 44% for
the final week of the semester. On the worst day, only 37% were wearing masks. The standard for
“wearing a mask” was very low as people who were eating or had their noses exposed were counted as
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wearing a mask. Starting in week nine of the semester the library added granularity to the statistics by
breaking out those who were eating and those whose noses were exposed. This provided a clearer picture
that instead of 44% wearing masks at the end of the semester, only 38% were actually wearing masks
correctly, while 5% had masks below their noses and 1% were eating or drinking. For the sake of consistency only completely maskless patrons were counted as maskless for the remainder of this paper.
Some staff were concerned that without an enforcement mechanism the library seemed primed to be a
hot spot for COVID-19 transmission.
Figure 1
Campus and County New Cases (7-day Moving Averages) with Campus Library Maskless Rate for
September to December 2020

During the fall 2020 semester the number of active COVID-19 cases on campus peaked three
times hitting 89 active cases on September 18, 94 on October 22, and 98 on November 20 (Tennessee
Tech University, 2021). After each peak the number of active cases dipped into the 30-60 range before
spiking again. The university was able to stay open throughout the semester. Tennessee Tech University
is in Cookeville, Tennessee which is the largest city and is centrally located within Putnam County. The
seven-day moving average for the number of new COVID-19 cases within Putnam County was 30 per day
when the Fall 2020 semester started and peaked at 71 new cases per day on November 17 (Tennessee
Department of Health, 2021). (Tennessee Tech does not report “new” cases separately and the Tennessee
Department of Health does not report “active” cases so these numbers are difficult to compare, other
than by their trend.) The number of active COVID-19 cases on campus and the rate of new infections in
the county were closely related, but masklessness in the library did not seem to be as closely correlated
to either of them. While both masklessness and the number of active cases rose during the semester,
masklessness rose steadily throughout the semester while the number of active cases fluctuated wildly.
During the break between semesters university administrators charged the dean of the library
with the task of increasing mask wearing compliance in the library for the spring semester. The library
dean consulted with an ad-hoc group of library staff to develop a plan. The proposed plan involved additional signage at the library entrance, student workers giving verbal reminders to patrons entering the
building, five patrols between 7:00 am – 4:30 pm plus two more between 5:00 pm – midnight. During
patrols maskless students would be asked to leave the building. Students would be allowed to reenter
immediately as long as they were wearing a mask. Library staff could get campus police assistance to
remove students who refused to comply with the request to leave the library. The plan went to the uni-
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versity administration who provided feedback. Concerns raised were the importance of consistent enforcement, and the challenge of stricter mask enforcement in the library versus other buildings on campus. Another suggestion that was incorporated into the plan was that the head of public relations be notified if the police removed a student so social media could be monitored. Another topic which was considered was the possibility of restricting food in the building to the in-building restaurant. Ultimately
this idea was not incorporated into the plan because drinking water was the most common reason students were not wearing a mask due to eating or drinking and it was not conceivable that we would not
allow students to drink water throughout the building.
In response the library changed the hourly announcements and signage to include the fact that
not wearing a mask meant that library users could be asked to leave the building. The new announcements said:
Hey Golden Eagles! You must wear a mask over your nose and mouth at all times in the
building, even if no one is nearby. Wear your mask between drinks and between bites of
food. Anyone found without a mask over their nose and mouth is subject to removal
from the library. Thanks for helping us keep the library open and keep everyone safe by
following this university requirement.
The library entrance had no fewer than 12 signs indicating that not wearing a mask in the library could
result in patrons being asked to leave the library. There was also a new table that students had to walk
around. The initial plan was for student workers to verbally inform students that they needed to wear
masks over their noses and mouths at all times in the library. This part of the plan didn’t come to fruition due to a limited student worker budget and a lack of existing student workers to staff the table. Even
without staffing, the table restricting the entrance served a purpose. Research in retail shopping shows
that making people change direction close to an entrance shortens the transition zone and makes shoppers more aware of their surroundings (Underhill, 1999). It is possible the table at the entrance served a
similar purpose. The plexiglass divider on the table did have signs, including pictures of incorrect mask
wearing (below the nose or mouth) and correct mask wearing above the nose.
On the first day of the spring semester library staff patrolled the library continually. The initial
patrols consisted of five staff members sweeping through the library, but this was quickly reduced to two
staff per patrol. All patrol staff were volunteers, seven of the library’s 23 full time staff, administrators,
and faculty volunteered. Library patrons who were not wearing masks over their mouths and noses were
told they had to leave the library (and that they could return to the library immediately if they wore a
mask over their nose and mouth). Students who were eating or drinking were told that they needed to
wear their mask between bites of food and between sips of drink. During the first day and a half library
staff conducted 24 patrols and told 120 people to leave the library. The gate count for each of those days
was around 1400 students per day. Halfway through the second day staff started issuing warnings for
patrons who were wearing their masks below their noses rather than asking them to leave the library.
After the first week library staff averaged six patrols on Monday through Wednesday, five on Thursday,
two on Friday, and one on Sunday. (Due to staffing limitations there were no patrols on Saturdays despite the library being open all day.) If scheduled staff members were unavailable some patrols were cancelled. The average week had 23 patrols.
In order to protect library staff from accusations of bias and to make sure every patron received
the same message when they were asked to leave the library, staff followed a script which said:
The University Administration has directed the library staff to more strictly enforce
mask wearing in the library so this semester we have a zero-tolerance policy regarding
masklessness. You are/were violating the university requirement by not wearing a mask,
including between drinks and between bites of food. You need to leave the library now.
You may return to the library when you are ready to wear a mask covering your nose and
mouth at all times.
For the new semester we changed the statistics we gathered since it would seem like a mixed
message if sometimes staff were asking people to leave and other times they were just observing and tal-
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lying the mask wearing rate. The new statistics counted those who were asked to leave the library and
those who were warned to wear their masks properly (which included people who needed to raise their
mask over their nose as well as those who were eating and needed to wear their mask between sips of
drink and bites of food). The new statistics included most of the same categories as the previous semester except for a total number of people in the library. Without that number we could not calculate percentages of people in each category. As it turned out this was not a big problem in determining the success of the changes because overall mask wearing compliance skyrocketed. On occasion we would count
the number of people in the building and work out the percentages. After the first week the average patrol resulted in two students being asked to leave the building and six being warned. Most of the time
there are 150 students in the building so the rate of students wearing masks properly was around 95%
with 4% warned and 1% asked to leave. That was a dramatic improvement from the 44% rate of mask
wearing at the end of the previous semester.
The rate of removing students was very steady at two per patrol, but the rate of warnings jumped
up from 4.9 for weeks 2-5 compared to 6.6 for weeks 7-9. (The university was closed for week 6 due to an
ice storm.) So there appears to be a small number of students who are willing to endure a staff member
warning them about wearing their mask properly for the additional freedom of breathing through their
noses without a mask.
The responses of students to the shocking news that they needed to leave the library were varied.
Some students were very apologetic and were more than willing to leave and return. Others were willing
to leave peaceably but chose not to return. Still other students were more perturbed, but complied. The
vast majority of the 405 students asked to leave the library fell into these three groups. There was one
serious outlier. One student wanted to argue about the utility of wearing masks, his relative isolation
within the library, and the personal beliefs of the staff members regarding mask wearing enforcement.
The library staff members informed the student that if he didn’t comply we would call the campus police.
After 10 minutes of fruitless conversation one of the staff members did call the campus police. Two officers arrived within minutes, and after 10 more minutes of conversation the officers escorted the student
out of the building. The officers told him he needed to speak with the dean of students before returning
to the library.
Figure 2
Campus and County New Cases (7-day Moving Averages) with Campus Library Maskless Rate for
January to March 2021

It is clear that the strict enforcement of mask wearing inside the library was successful in getting
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more students to wear masks. Proper mask wearing went up from 38% to 95% within the library. But
mask wearing was only part of the goal. The ultimate goal was to reduce the spread of COVID-19 on campus. After the semester break students returned for classes on January 19, 2021. The number of active
COVID-19 cases on campus hovered between 32-49 until February 12 when they collapsed down to the
12-24 range through the end of March (Tennessee Tech University, 2021). The seven-day average for
new cases in the county when the spring semester started was 48 per day and dropping rapidly; at the
end of March, the rate was 14 per day (Tennessee Department of Health, 2021). Based on the fall 2020
statistics the number of active COVID-19 cases and masklessness in the library did not seem to be closely
correlated. While both masklessness and the number of active cases rose throughout the semester,
masklessness rose steadily throughout the semester while the number of active cases fluctuated wildly.
In the fall semester it was common for students to complain to staff about the masklessness in
the library. There were no such complaints in the spring semester, and library staff were also much happier working in a setting where everyone was wearing masks. The strict enforcement was successful in
changing the mask wearing culture within the library. During the spring semester COVID-19 rates on
campus and in the local area began declining dramatically. It would be impossible to calculate the impact of the Tennessee Tech library’s stricter enforcement of mask wearing on the infection rate, but as
one campus administrator noted at the outset, “It is a step in the right direction.”
REFERENCES
Tennessee Department of Health. (2021). Epi curves. Retrieved March 24, 2021, from www.tn.gov/
health/cedep/ncov/data/epi-curves.html
Tennessee Tech University. (2021). Coronavirus disease 2019 (COVID-19). Retrieved March 24, 2021,
from www.tntech.edu/covid19/status.php
Underhill, P. (1999). Why we buy: The science of shopping. Simon & Schuster.
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Where Did All the Journals Go?
Jodi Poea (jpoe@jsu.edu)
a

Jacksonville State University, Jacksonville, Alabama, USA

ABSTRACT
When disaster hits and space is at a premium or when other offices need or want space, eyes often turn
towards the library. After a tornado hit the campus and their building was devastated, the University’s
Library became the home to one academic unit’s classes. Additionally, after a new division was created,
the Library once again lost space. This case study explores that academic library’s experience with both
situations and the work the library staff completed to prepare the spaces for non-library entities to move
into the building.
KEYWORDS
land grab, library space, periodicals relocation
INTRODUCTION
Founded in 1883, Jacksonville State University (JSU) offers over 90 academic programs and
concentrations and is home to over 6,480 full-time students and almost 350 full-time faculty (Jackson
State University, n.d.-a). JSU has over 50 buildings sitting on 318 acres nestled in the foothills of the Appalachian Mountains (Jackson State University, n.d.-b).
The Houston Cole Library (HCL) is a medium-sized, academic library standing at 13 floors with
over 1.1 million volumes that employs 16 professional librarians and 14 paraprofessional support staff.
Being a 13-floor building, the HCL has a unique setup. It is home to library materials, as well as a coffee
shop and two non-library units: Learning Services and the Technology Support Center. In 2018, the HCL
was structured as follows (see Appendix A):














Ground/Basement: Techn ical Ser vices, Instr uction Lab, Lear ning Ser vices, and Instructional Media Services (restructured and moved under Information Technology)
Lobby/Main Floor: Cir cu latio n, Reser ves, an d Co ffee Sho p
2nd Floor: Lib r ar ian ’s Office, General Reference Desk, and library materials
3rd Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Group Study Room, and library materials
4th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Group Study Room, Interlibrary Loan (ILL), and library materials
5th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Children’s Reading Corner, and library materials
6th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Multimedia Lab, and library materials
7th Floor: Lib r ar ian ’s Office and library materials
8th Floor: Ad m in istr ative Offices
9th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Technology Support Center, and library materials
10th Floor: Lib r ar ian ’s Office, Special Collections (Alabama Gallery), Computer Lab, Instruction/
Classroom, and library materials
11th Floor: Confer en ce Center
12th Floor: Stu dy space, Obser vatio n Deck

We refer to the eight floors (2-7 and 9-10) that house library materials such as books, journals,
microforms, etc., as micro-libraries because they are divided into like subjects. Having micro-libraries
also allows us to have subject specialist reference librarians for each floor.
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Background
Living in the south, we know weather. The joke is if you do not like the weather right now, wait
five minutes and it will change. The weather is sporadic and can turn dangerous any minute. Alabama
has two tornado seasons: March through May and November to December (Office of Emergency Management, n.d.). Between 1950 and 2010, Alabama experienced 1,897 tornadoes that resulted in 5,815
injuries, 376 deaths, and over $2,000,000,000 in damage to property and crops. During that period,
2008 had the most tornadoes with 112, the most deaths from tornadoes were recorded in 1974 with 79,
and 1989 had the highest property and crop damage at over $521,000,000 (Montgomery Advertiser,
n.d.). As these numbers indicate, we have seen tornados and the damage that can be done by these twisting monsters.
In 2011, a super outbreak occurred with a total of 217 tornadoes (Montgomery Advertiser, n.d.).
During that outbreak, tornadoes hit some cities near the JSU campus, but the campus proper was not
impacted. JSU was fortunate then, but on March 19, 2018, we were not so lucky. Our campus was struck
by an EF-3 tornado. While we sustained a lot of damage, we were fortunate in that it was our spring
break, so the campus was basically empty. We had no loss of life. Our School of Business and Industry’s
building, Merrill Hall, was in the direct path and was a complete loss. Additionally, our School of Health
Professions and Wellness’s nursing building sustained enough damage that it was deemed unusable. The
University Administration developed a plan to finish the semester and began planning for classes for the
following fall semester. A couple of things occurred before the tornado that helped those plans tremendously. First, construction on a new building for our local elementary school was completed, which allowed our School of Business and Industry to relocate to the elementary school’s previous home. Secondly, a local hospital was gifted to the University, so our nursing classes could take place there. Talk
about fortunate! However, the plan for the nursing classes was not to be as the hospital needed some
renovations before classes were able to be held there. Eyes turned to the Library and we were there to
help. The Dean of Library Services and the Director of Capital Planning and Facilities discussed the proposed plans for classroom spaces.
The entire eleventh floor of the HCL is home to the Conference Center that hosts over 350 events
in normal years. Those spaces could easily be converted to classrooms for some of the nursing cohorts,
but that would just be a fraction of the space they would need for their cohorts and classes. So, where
else on campus could the cohorts meet? The only place that could be altered slightly to accommodate
those classes was again in the library, but to do this, renovations would be required. For those renovations to occur, library materials would have to be re-arranged or removed completely. Knowing that materials would be impacted, the Dean of Library Services requested a count of volumes per floor. It was
discovered that the third and fourth floors contained a large percentage of our holdings, so those floors
were ruled out. The fifth floor was home to our newly created Children’s Reading Corner, so that floor
was ruled out due to the large number of children who would be using that space. The seventh floor was
ruled out due to an open classroom space that was heavily used by the JSU Visitor’s Center. The tenth
floor was home to a computer lab, instruction classroom, and our special collections closed stacks, so it
was ruled out as well. With those floors ruled out, the Dean of Library Services reviewed the remaining
floors and selected the library’s second and sixth floors to be the home of the classrooms for the nursing
cohorts due to the low number of bound journals housed on them. The second floor was home to the
general reference, library science, philosophy, and religion collections; the sixth floor was home to the
fine arts (art, communication, drama, languages, and music) collections. Of these two floors, the sixth
floor had the fewest bound journals, so those would just need to be shifted to another area on the same
floor. The bound journals on the second floor would have to be removed from the HCL completely.
LITERATURE REVIEW
Unfortunately, our story is not uncommon. It is happening everywhere as is evident in the literature. Freiburger (2010), Haynes (2010), Thomas and Shouse (2012), Tobia and Feldman (2010), Tooey
(2010), and Wilmott (2018) indicate that libraries are considered prime real estate these days and provide details on their experiences. The Health Sciences Library at the University of Arizona lost space
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when another unit needed to create a classroom to support new curriculum (Freiburger, 2010). The University of California, San Diego’s Medical Center Library lost space when the Medical Center needed
more space, which meant the Center’s pharmacy administration would have to move out of the hospital
tower (Haynes, 2010). The R.M. Cooper Library at Clemson University relocated books and journals to
repurpose space for a digital studio (Wilmott, 2018). The Joyner Library at East Carolina University had
to make room for their University’s Project STEPP (Supporting Transition and Education through Planning and Partnerships) unit who needed offices and group study rooms (Thomas & Shouse, 2012). The
Dolph Briscoe, Jr. Library at the University of Texas Health Science Center at San Antonio (Tobia &
Feldman, 2010) and the Health Sciences and Human Services Library at the University of Maryland,
Baltimore (Tooey, 2010) both lost space when other units needed offices.
These articles relate some experiences that were like those that occurred during the HCL project
and some that are drastically different. Freiburger (2010) shares experiences of individuals walking
around their library unannounced and looking at their space. The HCL staff noticed individuals not only
walking around looking at spaces, but also measuring the spaces. There was no communication about
what was happening, so the HCL staff was uneasy and unsure of what was going on just like the Arizona
Health Sciences Library staff. Haynes (2010) discusses how their library was already planning for expanding their services by weeding or relocating materials when their administrators changed those
plans. While the HCL staff was not planning on expanding services by weeding, there were discussions
about expanding into spaces that had recently been vacated. Just like with the Medical Center Library at
the University of California, San Diego, the JSU administration changed those plans. A major similarity
in all these articles is seen by individuals outside the library not understanding what libraries actually
do.
The differences in the literature and the HCL experiences can be seen with some libraries being
involved with the planning of the project (Wilmott, 2018), negotiating with the parties involved to ensure both parties were pleased with the outcome (Haynes, 2010), and expressing their concerns (Thomas
& Shouse, 2012). The R.M. Cooper Library staff were involved with the planning starting in early 2014
for the project that was slated to begin in August 2014, last for 14 weeks, and had a completion deadline
of early December 2014 (Wilmott, 2018). While the HCL staff were involved in the planning of how to
complete the directives given, they were not a part of the overall planning. Haynes (2010) details how
there was a negotiation with the staff at the Medical Center Library at the University of California, San
Diego that allowed the two units to work together to ensure both parties were pleased with the outcome.
There were no real negotiations with the HCL staff, instead, the HCL staff were given a directive about
the project. Thomas and Shouse (2012) provide insight into how the library’s staff prepared a document
containing their needs and concerns over their loss of space, which was used during discussions between
the Dean of the Library and the University Administration. The HCL staff were not provided an opportunity to document their needs or concerns.
In addition to those articles about libraries losing space, several articles provide helpful information about moving or shifting collections. Pikul (2006) lays out the five steps she uses for moving a
library. Her tips are very useful if you are lucky enough to have funds to hire a moving company to do the
physical labor, but the most important advice she gives is step 1: plan ahead. Bird (2015) details hints
and tricks that she has learned over her 30 years and after around 10 builds, renovations, or moves. A
common thread is preplanning, but Bird also suggests sharing the workload and preparing for unexpected issues. Mix (2012) describes a project at the Hilton M. Briggs Library at South Dakota State University that went from renovation to disaster recovery. From her experience, she provides insights into
issues that may arise and offers suggestions on how to overcome them.
INITIAL, SMALL PERIODICAL RELOCATION PROJECT (2018)
According to Pikul (2006), “the key to moving a library or shifting collections is all in the initial
planning” (p.212). Before the 2018 periodical relocation project, library personnel had a conversation
with the maintenance department’s supervisor explaining how the periodicals should be packed to keep
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them in call number order. Unfortunately, that conversation was not relayed to the individuals who were
assigned to the job, so the actual tasks of packing the periodicals were completed without the guidance
or supervision of library personnel. JSU’s maintenance department was tasked with completing the project. First, they would pack the second-floor bound periodicals, disassemble the shelving units, and deliver all of these items to the University’s newly acquired annex, which is located less than two miles
from HCL. The library was not a part of the acquisition of the annex, which had been secured by the
maintenance department for additional storage, or in the decision for using this space for the periodicals
collection. Additionally, the annex was used for storing other units’ furniture and equipment while renovation and construction projects were carried out, so space in and access to the annex was not confined
to just library personnel.
At the annex, the shelving units were re-assembled, and the boxes of periodicals were delivered.
The maintenance department was also tasked with relocating the shelving units and bound periodicals
on the sixth floor to the opposite side of that floor. Once maintenance personnel completed their part of
the project, it was finally time for the library staff to get involved. The technical services team started the
long process of reshelving the periodicals. Because there was no library guidance in the packing process,
the work of unpacking and shelving the materials was complicated and time-consuming. First, the shelving units had to be moved so that they were in a more condensed area, which allowed the staff to shelve
the periodicals in a logical order. Second, the team had to determine how the periodicals were packed.
Unfortunately, the periodicals were not packed in the correct order, which led to the team having to open
every box to determine where the next volumes or titles were located. The technical services staff worked
on this project all day, each day for three weeks. Finally, the periodicals were on the shelves and in order.
Now that the periodicals were in order at the annex, how would our users access these materials? An online form was created for individuals to use to request articles from the materials that were
moved to the annex. When requests were submitted, a member of the library staff would travel to the
annex to retrieve the necessary bound journal(s). While we were organizing the annex and creating the
form, the classrooms on the second and sixth floors were completed, and our nursing department had
their furniture moved in and set up. We were ready for the fall semester.
As time did not permit HCL staff to complete an inventory before this project, the final step in
the process of relocating the bound periodicals was to complete an inventory of the annex materials. The
library’s serials assistant took this aspect of this project on himself. The inventory was completed during
the summer of 2020; a full two years after the periodicals were initially relocated. The final statistics
from the 2018 periodical relocation project had the library discarding 2,030 bound periodical volumes,
224 microfilm reels, and 3,556 microfiche.
During these same two years, the library, as well as several other University buildings, were under repair due to damage from the tornado. To protect those entering HCL, fences or other barriers were
erected around the building. Repairs from the tornado were not the only construction projects happening at the library. Two additional projects taking place at this time were carpeting and plumbing. With
the construction of the two new classrooms, the carpet for those floors had to be replaced. The Dean of
Library Services decided to replace the carpet on the other floors as well. In addition, the HCL’s plumbing had to be replaced to provide better water quality. Summer 2020 saw the HCL being closed to the
public due to the COVID-19 pandemic, but it also brought the final stages of the construction, which
could be seen by the fences and barriers coming down. It was time for the library staff to breathe again
and get back to our normal lives. Or was it?
NEW, LARGE PERIODICAL RELOCATION PROJECT
June 2020 arrived, and the library was again in the crosshairs of a unit looking for space. This
time it was the University’s newly formed Student Success Center, but this was going to be different. This
renovation project was going to be much bigger as the center was going to take half of the basement, half
of the main floor, and the entire second floor. The half of the main floor that would be taken was the
home of the library’s circulation, reserves, and ILL operations. As for the second floor, that was home to
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the library’s reference desk and, in terms of the collection, was home to the general reference, auxiliary
sciences, library science, psychology, and religion collections; as well as newspapers (print and microfilm), periodicals microfilm and microfiche, government documents microfiche cabinets, and a massive
vertical file.
The library was given a directive to remove all the remaining bound periodicals from the other
floors and to relocate all library collections and materials on the second floor. This time, since the project
involved seven floors of periodicals, the library was put in charge of the planning and packing, but the
actual moving would be completed by the university’s movers – a two-man crew.
The Head of Technical Services took the lead on planning the packing and relocation. The initial
proposal was to pack, move, unpack, and reshelve the bound periodicals one floor at a time. Once the
first floor’s periodicals were packed and delivered to the annex, one team from the library would be at
the annex to unpack and reshelve the materials as they were delivered. The second team would remain at
the library and pack the periodicals on the remaining floors. Unfortunately, this proposal was rejected as
the directive given to the library was to clear the building. Instead of having two teams working simultaneously at each site, the teams would only be packing the periodicals and then relocating the other materials. Once all of the work in the library proper was completed, the materials at the annex would be tackled. We had our charge, but where do you start with a project this large? We started with a simple plan of
beginning with the top floor and moving down.
The first step: weeding! Weeding is typically the first step when a library has a major shifting
project. According to Thomas and Shouse (2012), “many libraries have had to embark on large-scale deselection projects in recent years because of two other conditions: one is the changing perception of libraries from book warehouses to service points, and the other is the radical shift from print use to electronic use of scholarly content” (p.92). HCL’s need to weed journals would align with the idea of libraries
being a service point rather than a place where books are located.
To start the weeding process, the library’s systems administrator created a report of all the periodicals in the system because the HCL has never weeded the bound periodical collection. Unfortunately,
the list was not complete as some of the materials did not have barcodes, which precluded them from the
results, but the report was still a good starting point. The Head of Technical Services emailed the lists to
the subject specialists and asked each one to use the list as a starting point to assess each periodical title
on their floor but noted that it should not be the only tool they used to determine what could be weeded.
When other libraries have had to weed their collections to provide space for other entities, they were
provided extra funding to purchase additional archives. This allowed those libraries to discard more of
their periodicals collections. This was the case with the Joyner Library at East Carolina University
(Thomas & Shouse, 2012). Unlike other universities, the HCL was not provided additional funding for
archival purchases, so we could not discard all of our periodicals.
Our subject specialists were asked to review each title on their floor against the library’s electronic access points. Those titles that were available in the library’s JSTOR databases or that were available in at least two databases from different vendors were candidates for discarding. The subject specialists created lists of titles that should be discarded and returned the lists to the Head of Technical Services
for recording purposes. Since items being discarded were to be left on the shelves, the subject specialists
were also asked to add notes to that effect on the shelves with those titles before the staff started the
packing process. The HCL’s original plan was to recycle the discards similarly to the R.M. Cooper Library’s weeding project (Wilmott, 2018), but, unfortunately, there was no funding for that option, so our
discards were just thrown away. Bound journals being kept were packed in heavy-duty boxes with a very
simple packing process – each box would contain the floor number, the box number, and the journal
information consisting of the title, call number, and volumes for each title included in the box.
The same information included on the boxes was written in a spiral-bound notebook. This information was kept for packing inventory purposes and would help when it came time to unpack and reshelve the materials. According to Wilmott (2018), when the R.M. Cooper Library at Clemson University
was required to make room for a digital studio, they used spreadsheets for inventory purposes, identified
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titles that could be discarded, and collaborated with other units on their campus to complete the project.
The Head of Technical Services felt spreadsheets would help with the HCL project. However, unlike the
R.M. Cooper Library project, the HCL staff would use spreadsheets to assist with the unpacking, reshelving, and inventory at the annex. To this end, each floor’s information from the notebook was added to
the spreadsheet received from the systems administrator. The Excel spreadsheets were printed and added to a three-ring binder along with the original notebook pages. The notebook would be taken to the
annex when the HCL staff were allowed to start that process.
As stated above, HCL staff opted to start the packing process on the top floor. Library staff from
both technical and public services started packing periodicals on the tenth floor. This joint effort worked
well, and it also ensured that our staff were not completely exhausted and were able to do their “real
jobs” during the process. But with the push to get the project completed, the remaining floors were divided between each department: technical services packed fourth, sixth, and ninth; public services packed
third, fifth, and seventh. Once again, the University’s movers were tasked with moving the boxes to the
new annex, which would be at a University property 12 miles away from campus. The two-man moving
crew did not wait for HCL staff to finish packing an entire floor. HCL staff had completed over half of the
tenth floor when the movers started their part of the project. The movers worked on the library’s project
as soon as they completed other University projects. This meant that there would be times when the
movers were waiting on HCL staff and other times when the HCL staff had to wait on the movers. The
packing process took 38 days (June 16 through August 3) to complete and ended with 1,313 boxes of periodicals.
The next aspect of the project was relocating the circulating, microform, and reference collections from the second floor. Since each floor is considered to be a micro-library, the subjects on the second floor were divided and relocated to floors with similar subjects. The Head of Public Services developed a plan for where the subjects on the second floor would best fit. The general works collection (call
number range A-AZ) was going to the seventh floor, the philosophy (call number ranges B-BE and BGBJ) and auxiliary sciences of history (call number range C-CZ) collections were going to the third floor,
the religion collection (call number BK-BZ) was going to the sixth floor, the psychology collection (call
number BF) was going to the ninth floor, and the library science collection (call number Z) was going to
the tenth floor. The plan was submitted to the Dean of Library Services who approved the suggested relocations.
Once the bound periodicals on the tenth floor were completely removed, technical services staff
began relocating the library science (Z’s) collection from the second floor to the tenth floor. The process
began with circulating materials and ended with reference materials. They were meticulously pulled
from the shelves, put on book trucks in call number order, and taken to the tenth floor for reshelving. It
was during this initial workflow that the HCL staff had the added benefit of assistance from some of the
members of the Student Success Center personnel. The Head of Technical Services trained these individuals on the correct way of pulling books from the shelves and putting them on the book trucks. It was
stressed to ensure the books stay in the correct call number order – if you misplace a single pencil in
your desk with a couple of other pencils, it would be easy to find. If you misplace a single book in a building with 1.1 million volumes, it may never be found. From July 28 through August 6, a total of 9,588
items from the library science collection were moved to the tenth floor.
The remaining floors had been cleared of both the retained and discarded bound periodicals.
The Head of Public Services took over moving the remaining collections. The next collection to be relocated was the general works collection, which was processed by the circulation staff. By the time the general works collection was completed, the library’s student assistants were back. The Head of Public Services tasked the relocation of the remaining collections to the student assistants. While we did not use
our students during the packing aspect of our project like R.M. Cooper Library (Wilmott, 2018), they
were heavily involved in the relocation of the circulation and reference collections, and, in 41 days from
July 25 through October 6, a total of 55,006 volumes in these print collections were relocated.
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The final materials on the second floor were microforms, government documents microfiche
cabinets, and massive vertical files. It took our staff eight days to move the microforms to the appropriate floors. Since the Electronic Resources/Documents Librarian’s office is located on the fourth floor, the
government documents microfiche and vertical files were moved to that floor by the University’s movers.
The initial part of the project, clearing the second floor of all library collections and materials, was completed by October 15. The final statistics from the 2020 materials relocation project had the library discarding 18,381 bound periodical volumes, 2,399 microfilm reels, 29,579 microfiche, 35 CD-ROMs, 4 audio cassettes, and 6,826 circulating and reference volumes.
All of the HCL’s bound periodicals have been packed and moved, the circulating and reference
collections from the 2nd floor have been relocated, and the 2nd floor has been completely cleared. With
the changes from the relocation project and the renovations to the library, the HCL is now structured as
follows (see Appendix B):















Ground/Basement: Techn ical Ser vices, Libr ar y Instr u ctio n Lab, Student Su ccess Offices and Classrooms
Lobby/Main Floor: Cir cu latio n, Refer en ce, R eser ves, Inter libr ar y Lo an (ILL), Co ffee
Shop, and Student Success Center Offices
2nd Floor: Stu dent S uccess Center and classr o om s
3rd Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Group Study Room, and library materials
4th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Group Study Room, Government Documents Office, and library
materials
5th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Children’s Reading Corner, and library materials
6th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Multimedia Lab, Classroom, and library materials
7th Floor: Lib r ar ian ’s Office and library materials
8th Floor: Ad m in istr ative Offices
9th Floor: Libr ar ian ’s Office, Technology Support Center, and library materials
10th Floor: Lib r ar ian ’s Office, Special Collections (Alabama Gallery), Computer Lab, Instruction/
Classroom, and library materials
11th Floor: Confer en ce Center and Classr oom s
12th Floor: Stu dy space, Obser vatio n Deck

While the HCL is in good shape, the bound periodicals are still inaccessible as they are in boxes
at the annex. The Head of Technical Services developed a plan for getting these materials on the shelves
so that users can use the online request form to obtain needed resources, but HCL staff must once again
rely on others at the University to accomplish this last part of the project. The plan calls for reshelving
the bound periodicals in reverse order (Z to A) because the periodicals currently residing in the original
annex will need to be relocated to the new annex. Since the boxes are extremely heavy and were stacked
two or three high and are in various rooms at the annex, the two-man moving crew will have to move the
boxes again, so HCL staff can find the appropriate box and have all the boxes in the designated space.
The full impact of this project on HCL’s materials and services will not be known until access to all materials has been restored.
Issues
A variety of issues arise from projects like this one. Mix (2012) describes these types of
issues as roadblocks. The first one is not having access to the journal collections. Since our bound journals are still in boxes at the annex, our users do not have access to them for their research. Additionally,
we will not be able to fill ILL requests from other libraries. The first issue is easy to resolve. Our users
will receive the articles they need through ILL and document delivery requests. As for ILL requests we
receive from non-JSU individuals, we will not be able to fill those requests, so our ILL status will be up-
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dated to show we are no longer a lender for those materials. According to Mix (2012), “communication
between all stakeholders helps to clarify expectations, not only for library staff but for those providing
services during renovation” (p.155). The staff at HCL will need to communicate more effectively with our
users – both the ones at our University and those outside the University – until we can restore our journal access.
The second issue is not as easy to overcome, because it deals with stress. Stress during renovation is a real thing! It is best to prepare, as much as you can, for this to prevent it from causing further
complications such as staff burn-out or low morale. Mix (2012) notes that “stressful conditions are not
only created through disaster, but through everyday changes. Renovation projects create stress through
interruptions in daily workflow, additional work expectations outside regular library work activities, and
disruption in the work environment” (p.156). While there was stress and low morale due to the project, it
may have had more to do with the timing of the project. HCL had just finished construction and life was
getting back to normal when the COVID-19 pandemic hit. When our staff was finally allowed back on
campus, we were told to maintain social distancing from each other and to be safe. Unfortunately, this
was not possible as this would be an “all hands on deck” project and the type of work that had to be done
did not allow for social distancing. Additionally, since we were told this was a top priority, some of our
staff felt as if our administration did not care about their “real jobs.” As Hackbart-Dean, Agne, and
Mosbo (2010) stated, moves such as what we were undertaking can cause “frustration and anxiety” (p.31), and they suggest the best way to minimize that is by having a plan, which should be developed
“as far in advance as possible” (p.31). Since we were not provided a large amount of time to plan the
move, there is not an easy solution for eliminating stress, frustration, or anxiety – we just had to get
through it, which we did.
Lessons Learned, What Worked, and What Did Not Work
It became clear during these two projects that individuals who do not work in a library do not
realize what it takes to ensure a library is running smoothly and that the users have the materials they
need. It became even clearer to the HCL staff that those individuals who only saw the library on the main
floor and the conference center floor did not realize there was an actual library with books and other materials on the floors in between those two floors. When land grabs occur, library staff need to reach out to
those who want space as early as possible to shed light on what really happens in a library. The more
people know about what really happens in a library, the better.
With the benefit of hindsight, what worked and what did not work? It would have been better to
have more time to plan and to bring more people together for the planning. At the very least having a
couple of additional people to bounce ideas off of would have possibly led to a better plan for the annex.
While starting at the end of the collection made sense when the project began, it turns out that it will be
problematic when reshelving as we are going to have to think backwards when shelving the materials.
The project would have been more successful if we could have had two teams working simultaneously at
both locations. Put quite simply, had that have happened, we would be completely finished with this project and fully functional again.
Finally, if your library is taking on a project such as this, other than creating a sound plan for the
entire project, the real lesson is to acquire funding to hire a professional moving company that has experience moving libraries. That single option will save time, stress, and pain.
CONCLUSION
Whether a library is losing space to an outside entity or because people think everything is available online, libraries should develop their spaces to highlight their resources and services and to demonstrate how important a library is to their University or community. We must educate our population and
dispel the notion that everything is available on the internet.
Hackbart-Dean, Agne, and Mosbo (2010) note that “a successful move will ensure that the collections are undamaged by either the move or their new surroundings and that they are available to re-
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searchers as soon as possible” (p.31). By that statement, our move was unsuccessful since the bound periodicals are still unavailable. However, as classes are being held in the classroom spaces in the library
and the Student Success Center employees have offices and meeting rooms, the projects were successful.
Maybe we need to take Bird’s (2015) advice and “once you survive the move, make sure you have a party
or drinks to celebrate, and ask the people who worked on the projects as well as your own staff and your
library users” (p.263). Unfortunately, HCL cannot have that party yet since there is still work to be done.
But once the project is finished, a celebration should definitely take place. And when the celebration
ends, we will get back to providing quality resources and excellent services to our users.
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work later in life is like uncovering a treasure that
has been lost for a half-century” (p. xv). Not only
does this memoir provide Major’s reflection on his
experience during that period, but it also incorporates primary source materials throughout, namely in the form of several editorials (complete and
abridged) that he authored for the Daily News as
developments unfolded. In essence, his memoir
serves as a contemporary and retrospective account, providing scholars with the advantages of
both perspectives.
Major’s magnanimity and candor lend
credibility to his memoir. Though he took the opportunity to correct mischaracterizations made
against him and the Daily News, it is evident that
the purpose of Against the Klan is not to settle old
scores. Most notably, the names of Klansmen or
Klan sympathizers he interacted with were intentionally omitted from the text. As his son explains,
Major did not want to embarrass their surviving
relatives. While researchers will have to consult
other sources to identify those individuals, Major’s
magnanimity demonstrates that the purpose in
writing his account was never about villainizing
those who wronged him.
While some memoirists might withhold
past words and deeds that reflect unfavorably on
them, Major notably did not. The late publisher
incorporated and discussed his critical editorials
of James Farmer and the Congress of Racial
Equality’s (CORE) activism in Bogalusa. These
pieces, particularly the harsh ones, have not aged
well. Nevertheless, Major included them because
they reflect his erstwhile belief that CORE’s actions made a volatile situation worse for the sake
of furthering its own agenda. More significantly,
he also included a rebuttal he received from a
“black moderate” that challenged a generalization
Major made about Bogalusa’s African American
community in one of his editorials. The author’s
disclosure of his own shortcomings during this
period further underscores the account’s credibility.
As a primary source, Against the Klan
does have some faults. Major Jr. explains that his
late father’s memoir was edited to include additional content, specifically details that Major had
forgotten over time, Bogalusa and Washington
Parish’s pre-civil rights history of violence against

Against the Klan: A Newspaper Publisher in South Louisiana During the
1960s
Lou Major
Baton Rouge: Louisiana State
University Press, 2021
ISBN: 9780807175408
188 p. $29.95 (ebk)
In his gripping memoir,
Against the Klan: A Newspaper Publisher in South Louisiana During the 1960s, journalist Lou Major recounted the struggle for racial
equality in civil rights era Bogalusa and the local
Ku Klux Klan’s terror campaign against him, his
family, and his newspaper, the Daily News, for
denouncing their supremacist views and hostile
actions. According to Stanley Nelson, Major was
one of the few southern white newspaper editors
or publishers that condemned the Klan’s activities.
Despite suffering various intimidation tactics (e.g.,
multiple burning crosses, threats of violence, and
efforts to financially hamstring the newspaper),
Major never wavered in his opposition to the Klan
or veered the newspaper away from its moderate
course as a voice of reason amidst civil unrest and
social upheaval.
The book is divided into three parts, each
aptly authored by a journalist: Stanley Nelson’s
forward, Lou Major’s memoir, and Lou Major Jr.’s
afterword. The memoir is organized chronologically into twelve chapters that span the early
1950s through the mid-1960s. These chapters provide a series of vignettes from Major’s experience
during this turbulent period in Bogalusa’s history.
Written with the keen insight of a seasoned journalist, Against the Klan is an engaging book for
scholars and general readers alike.
As a firsthand account, Major’s posthumously published memoir is an invaluable source
for students of civil rights or journalism history.
As Nelson states, “Major’s decision to recount his
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African Americans, and discussions of national
events for broader context. Major Jr. assures the
reader that these minor revisions do not fundamentally change the book’s authorship: “Make no
mistake: this is very much Lou Major’s work. It is
his story, his memories, and his thoughts” (p.
156). Be that as it may, these incorporations will
prove problematic for researchers interested in
citing Major’s memoir as a primary source since
these revisions, woven into the narrative, are indistinguishable from Major’s original manuscript.
Furthermore, source citations should have accompanied these additions since they are not original
to the firsthand account.
These criticisms, however, do not discredit the value of this book. In his introduction, Lou
Major revealed that he wrote his account for the
benefit of future generations. Thanks to LSU
Press, Against the Klan: A Newspaper Publisher in
South Louisiana During the 1960s fulfills this
purpose. As a published volume, Major’s penetrating memoir will be widely available to millions of
readers for decades to come. Scholars and general
readers will find this book an insightful firsthand
account that sheds new light on Bogalusa’s troubled history during the civil rights era.

qualitative and quantitative approaches to assessment. Recognizing that every organization has
unique circumstances and users, the book
acknowledges that there is not one singular strategy that will fit all. Divided into three sections addressing planning, metrics, and methods, and the
third section containing an extensive appendix.
One of the strengths of this resource is that while
the content builds on itself, the chapters can be
read independently depending on where the reader is in their assessment knowledge. The author’s
approach to the planning process is comprehensive, examining both the importance of the big
picture and the "nitty-gritty." Planning an assessment might seem daunting and yet the book lays
out an approach someone could follow step by
step or pick-up in sections to enhance existing
practices.
The second part of the book is where the
author brings together the how-to methods and
strategies of assessment, focusing on four areas—
collections, users, usage, and citations. The metrics and methods outlined are clear, concise and
include examples to better understand their place
in the overall process. What is especially helpful
about the second part is that each suggested method is explained outlining its strengths and shortcomings with sample data visualizations and recommended software to complete the assessment.
It is not uncommon for librarians to be responsible for multiple areas of operations and learning
on the job is part of the professional journey.
Kelly’s book is the sort of resource that library
professionals will benefit from having access to,
especially if assessment is one of those learning as
you go duties. Its practical content will help guide
librarians through planning, implementation,
analysis, and reporting. Assessing collections
demonstrate a librarian’s value but also helps to
maintain a healthy and growing collection of print
and electronic resources.
Madeline Kelly currently serves as the
director of collections at Western Washington
University and has authored several other publications on collection assessment. The Complete Collection Assessment Manual: A Holistic Approach
is her first full-length book on the topic of collection assessment. The manual includes copious
illustrations and examples in each section, an extensive index, and appendices with templates,

A Blake Denton, University of Arkansas at
Monticello

The Complete Collections Assessment
Manual: A Holistic Approach
M. M. Kelly
Chicago: ALA NealSchuman, 2020
ISBN: 9780838918685
272 p. $57.99 (Pbk)
Madeline M. Kelly's
book The Complete Collection Assessment Manual: A
Holistic Approach is true to its title. Kelly provides a solid overview of collection assessment
from the planning stages to what types of metrics
someone might consider using in their project.
This manual is helpful for first-timers assessing a
collection or for those looking for new and updated tools.
This manual is a combination of both
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suggested software both free and proprietary, and
portfolio examples linked to assessment goals discussed in the book's second chapter. The book's
uniform layout and design make it particularly
easy to use as a reference and readers can find
pertinent information related to possible assessment projects that may be on the to-do list. Highly
recommended, this is a valuable tool for planning
and implementing projects related to assessment
that libraries rely heavily on as they work toward
demonstrating meaningful value within communities.

that almost anything was possible, quite literally
banded together to form music groups. They had
the optimism and courage of youth even though
some could not even play instruments when they
first became bands. By way of an example, the
B52s learned in the classroom that anyone could
be an artist if one tried. In Athens, alternative artmaking grew out of a perfect mix of confidence
and naiveté, intelligence, and ignorance. “In the
late 1980s, then maybe passion, vision, and a willingness to work trumped professionalism, expertise, and even experience in other areas of life” (p.
235).
That Athens became a “cool town” is
somewhat surprising given that many of the early
bands were not really seeking success and only
wanted to pay the rent; however, REM was different. They wanted success, toured college towns,
and labored to gain a fan base. They morphed
from a “bar band” into a college radio favorite. By
the time they got a New York gig, they were ready
for it. They worked hard to get a contract and were
offered a couple before eventually signing with
Warner Brothers for a reported $6-12 million deal.
However, the music in Athens was not
about cashing in. The bohemian bands created an
alternative nature that was a friendly space for
feminists, queers, racial minorities, and others
that did not dance to the beat of the dominant
Southern culture. The second half of the eighties
scene saw participants become involved in political activism as well as efforts turned toward the
preservation of older buildings of the downtown
Athens area. The gentrification movement was
slow to come to Athens, but it did come, and people started to buy the older homes and storefronts
in Athens and rehabilitate them. Even the University of Georgia changed with a new university administration pushing the school toward research,
which transformed UGA into a more serious academic institution. All these changes served to
erode the coolness of the town.
Grace Elizabeth Hale is an award-winning
historian and writer who teaches at the University
of Virginia. Her chronicle of this period in Athens
history will be of interest to anyone who loved the
music of the dozens of bands that made the town
cool. Public libraries would benefit from this addition to their regional collections as well as aca-

Austina M. Jordan, The University of North
Georgia

Cool Town: How Athens, Georgia,
Launched Alternative Music and
Changed American Culture
Grace Elizabeth Hale
Chapel Hill: The University of
North Carolina Press, 2020
ISBN: 9781469664057
384 p. $20.00 (Pbk)

How could Athens, Georgia, a
small sleepy college town, become an alternative music scene
and change parts of American
culture? The standard answer is the low cost of
living, isolation, and the presence of the University of Georgia (UGA). Cool Town, however, provides a somewhat different and more complete
answer. Historian, musician, and one time resident of Athens, Georgia, Grace Elizabeth Hale,
chronicles the birth of the B52s, as well as other
groups including Pylon, Love Tractor, REM, and
other bands that were all a part of the Athens scene in the 1980s. One of Athens’ locals, Jeremy
Ayers, provided a New York connection as he had
been the model/actress Silva Thin for Andy Warhol. Ayers used his connections to introduce some
of the Athens bands to New York club managers
which garnered them bookings in New York’s underground clubs. So, as is often the case, who you
know matters. As importantly, Hale claims that
the UGA Arts department provided the fertile
ground that gave rise to the Athens music scene.
Students enrolled in arts classes, who believed
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demic libraries for the documentation of musicology of the time period.

them.
Black Hawk’s dictated autobiography, Life
of Blackhawk, begins on page 7 and ends on page
78. It is the jewel of this text since it is Black
Hawk’s own words which begin “I was born in the
Sac Village, on Rock River, in the year 1767, and
am now in my 67th year. My great grandfather, Nana-ma-kee, or Thunder…was born in the vicinity
of Montreal, where the Great Spirit first placed the
Sac Nation and inspired him with a belief that, at
the end of four years he should see a white man
who would be to him a father…” (p. 7).
The last line of the dictation wraps up
Black Hawk’s narrative, “I am now done. A few
more moons, and I must follow my fathers to the
shades! May the Great Spirit keep our people and
the whites always at peace—is the sincere wish of
all. Black Hawk” (p. 78).
Additional unique pages of illustrations,
portraits, maps, and landscapes are inserted after
page 78. Recommended to all who may research
and study Native American lives and cultures, particularly during the years of 1767 through the late
1880s, and for academic libraries and Native
American historical collections.

Chris Andrews, University of North Georgia

Life of Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kia-kiak, or
Black Hawk: An Autobiography
Michael A. Lofaro, ed.
Knoxville: University of
Tennessee Press, 2021
ISBN: 9781621906360
$25.00 (Pbk)
Life of Ma-ka-tai-me-she-kiakiak, or Black Hawk: An Autobiography, edited with a critical
introduction and essay by Michael A. Lofaro,
2021, contains a Chronology of Black Hawk’s life,
which is fascinating and overwhelming to a reader
whose scholarly knowledge of the Sauk tribe is
little to none. However, the attraction to any reader is the promise of an autobiography by a Native
American who lived between 1767 and 1838.
Michael Lofaro’s chronology of Black
Hawk’s life and times (I-xxxiii-xliii) helps a novice
of Native American studies to place Black Hawk
within the life and times of early American History. Lofaro begins with Black Hawk’s birth in 1767,
in Saukenuk on Rock River, and ends in October
3, 1838 at his home on the Des Moines River.
Lofaro details “the life of a warrior who in
1882 held the distinction of attacking a band of
one hundred Osages with seven men, kills a man
and retreats without loss, and is allowed to participate in the first scalp dance” (p. xxxiii). With great
leadership skills, “Black Hawk was able to assemble five hundred Sauks, Foxes and one hundred
Ioways for a battle to exterminate Osages” (p.
xxxiii). The author further documents the timeline
of Black Hawk’s life and places it within the historical context of the early 1800s and the political
and historical context of politics and native life.
Between January 18th and 23rd of 1801, in Battles
of Frenchtown, Michigan, Indian fighters, including Black Hawk, surround and kill or capture four
hundred Americans. Lofaro’s chronology of Black
Hawk’s life also shows a later period when he focused upon his native people and attempted to
find peace with the Americans who fought with

Carol Walker Jordan, Ph.D., MLIS

Spreadsheets for Librarians: Getting
Results with Excel and Google Sheets
Bruce White
Santa Barbara: Libraries
Unlimited, 2021
ISBN: 9781440869310
305 p. $50.00 (Pbk)
With respect to S.R.
Ranganathan’s first law of
library science, “books are for
use,” White explains in his preface that the goal of
this book is to be used and useful to all librarians.
It is clear that this author is an information professional who knows spreadsheets, and finds they
are a source of passion. It is a challenging feat to
take a concept as jargon-heavy as spreadsheets
and explain it through informal, accessible language. By avoiding too much internal professional
phrasing and software-specific terminology, and
keeping the overall tone of the book both welcom-
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ing and informational, White accomplishes this
goal.
White starts Spreadsheets for Librarians
with a call for everyone to use spreadsheets, then
quickly moves into the basics of how spreadsheets
are formatted, operated, and used. While the author would like for anyone picking up his book to
read it from front to back, which could be best for
a true beginner, it is more realistic to treat the
book as a guide to use when needed to answer a
specific question. For example, if an Excel user
with a beginner or moderate experience level has a
specific question about a function within Pivot
tables, then they can easily flip to their section in
Chapter 8, “The Power of Pivot Tables.” Here,
White continues in his usual fashion of breaking
down the technical concepts into digestible explanations and steps. The chapters fall in order of
difficulty and become increasingly advanced in the
skills they teach. In the first few chapters, the
reader is guided through spreadsheet basics such
as formulas and words, then the chapters move on
to functions, matches, and pivot tables, and the
book finishes off with graphs, charts, data imports, and data ecosystems. Each chapter contains
several hands-on exercises for the reader to practice each concept alongside the book’s lessons.
White wraps up the book in the conclusion where
he explains that while he is not a complete spreadsheet expert, he hopes the information presented
in this book inspires readers to continue exploring
the programs as they pursue their own professional inquiries.
How does this book fit into the worlds of
librarians and other information professionals?
Working with data management tools such as
spreadsheets, whether Excel or Google Sheets, is
an important part of any information professional’s job. Librarians across the professional spectrum can benefit from refining their spreadsheet
skills to improve their library’s program planning,
managing resource allocation, and organizing information for responses to stakeholders. Spreadsheets can help librarians solve complex problems,
but there can also be just as complicated issues
caused by the actual program that may require a
lengthy work-around. This is where White excels
in his presentation of this book. His approach to
guiding the reader through the techniques, examples, and trouble-shooting problems is digestible.

With a tone that is friendly and conversational,
White neither judges nor makes demands of his
reader; rather he provides space for the reader to
reflect on each concept and provide exercises for
practice of the skills being taught.
This book is highly recommended for librarians and information professionals of all specialties and professional backgrounds, and is recommended for other readers with a love of information and data organization.
Monique Martinez, University of North Georgia

Taste the State: South Carolina’s
Signature Foods, Recipes, and Their
Stories
Kevin Mitchell & David S.
Shields
Columbia: University of South
Carolina Press, 2021
ISBN: 9781643361963
248 p. $34.99 (Hbk)
Southern cooking is
often celebrated without being truly understood.
In Taste the State: South Carolina’s Signature
Foods, Recipes & Their Stories, Chef Kevin Mitchell partnered with Dr. David Shields to tackle the
broad history of everyday southern meals.
Part cookbook, part anthropological food
study, Taste the State presents a review of some of
the oldest South Carolina cookbooks and recipes.
The authors highlight ingredients indigenous to
the region and traditional methods of preparation,
offering “the cultural histories of native ingredients and showcase the evolution of the dishes and
the variety of preparations that have
emerged” (book jacket). Readers will learn the
differences between decidedly similar dishes – like
chicken bog and pileau – which are often mistaken
for each other. There is also a healthy blend of
19th century recipes with those of celebrated modern foodies such as Anson Mills, the Lee brothers,
and Mitchell himself. The authors rely heavily on
Sarah Rutledge’s The Carolina Housewife (1847),
one of America’s oldest cookbooks. However, they
still manage to mention the influential works of
more recent food-influencers like John T. Edge
and Sean Brock.
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Just as the book melds history and food,
and the history of African Americans in the culinary arts. Dr. David Shields is a Carolina Distinguished Professor at the University of South Carolina and the chair of the Carolina Gold Rice Foundation. Shields’ historical research has helped restore many of the region’s historic crops.
Their love of southern food shines
through with a reverence of traditions (Hoppin’
Johns on New Year’s Day anyone?) and homage to
the past through updated receipts. The book gives
each native ingredient or dish its own small section. From there, the authors outline the earliest
found recipes, mentions, or news surrounding that
particular food. Each of the 80 sections is well researched, without reading like a textbook. Most
include recipes dating back centuries, which are
interesting, though not particularly useful, since
they lack measurements and temperatures.
Charleston tends to steal the state’s spotlight, even in the kitchen. Mitchell and Shields
combat this by incorporating regions outside of
the Lowcountry, including the Pee Dee, Grand
Strand, Midlands, and mountainous Upstate. They
also work to include dishes that represent all of
the people who called the area home. “The legacies
of Native agriculture appear here – corn, squash,
and beans. As do foods, ingredients, and preparations of the African Diaspora. European garden
vegetables and baked goods abound” (p. ix).
Taste the State is not exhaustive. It is a
synopsis of a rich history for those who are curious
about the town and its cuisine. Do not expect artful full-page pictures and illustrations that accompany most modern cookbooks. While there are a
few photos, the foods’ stories are the primary focus.
Taste the State is a well-written overview
of South Carolina’s culinary history. It is a great
addition to the collections of libraries, home
cooks, professional chefs, and history buffs, as
well as academic researchers.

Would you like to submit an
article or write a book review?
Check out our
Guidelines for Submissions and
Author Instructions
and
Guidelines for Book Reviewers
at selaonline.org.

Do you have news to share about
your library or state?
Send it to us!
Please send all news items to the News
Editor, Hollie Stevenson-Parrish,
at hdsteven@uncg.edu.

Christine Anderson, Coastal Carolina University
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Dr. Lis Pankl has been
appointed Professor and
Dean of Libraries at the
Mississippi State University Libraries. Pankl holds
a PhD in Geography from
Kansas State University, a
MPA from the University
of Utah, a MSLS from the
University of North Texas,
a MA in English from Abilene Christian University,
Dr. Lis Pankl
and a BA in English from
Washington State University. Her research interests include higher education administration, organizational development, strategic planning, academic libraries, and critical/cultural geographies.

GEORGIA
KENNESAW STATE UNIVERSITY
Kennesaw State University Library
System Welcomes New Faculty
The following new library faculty have joined the
Kennesaw State University Library System, including Amanda Adams as the Digital Initiatives
Librarian with the Systems and Online Services
Unit; Karin Bennedsen as a Research Support Librarian in the Research and Instructional Services
Unit; Eric Buckenmeyer as the Collections Strategist Librarian with the Collection Development
Unit; Ellie Burell as the Student Engagement and
Marketing Strategist Librarian with the Engagement and Assessment Services Team; Christian
Lear as the Resources Management Librarian with
the Collection Development Unit; and Laura Stanley as the Data Services Librarian with the Systems and Online Services Unit.

UNIVERSITY OF MISSISSIPPI
The University of Mississippi Libraries
Welcomes Brooke Gross as a Research
and Instruction Librarian and
Assistant Professor
The University of Mississippi welcomes Brooke
Gross as a Research and
Instruction Librarian and
Assistant Professor. Gross
earned her MS in Information Sciences from the
University of Tennessee,
Knoxville, in December
2020. While in graduate
school, she worked with
UT Libraries as the GRA
Brooke Gross
for Assessment Programs
and Collection Strategy and the GSLA for Rare
Books. Prior to joining the University of Mississippi Libraries, Gross served as the Assistant Librarian at Holmes Community College in Grenada, MS.

MISSISSIPPI
MISSISSIPPI STATE UNIVERSITY
Dr. Lis Pankl Has Been Appointed to
Professor and Dean of Libraries at the
Mississippi State University Libraries
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NORTH
CAROLINA
UNC GREENSBORO
The University Libraries’ Harold
Schiffman Music Library Hires Andrea
Tiffany as Day Manager at UNC
Greensboro

Jo Klein

University Libraries’
Jo Klein, GIS and Data
Melody Rood
Visualization Librarian
and Assistant Professor, along with Melody Rood,
Student Success and Open Education Librarian
and Assistant Professor, at UNC Greensboro have
been awarded a 2021 iBelong grant from the Campus Climate Committee. Klein and Rood were
awarded their grant for the Queer Cafe, a program
that promotes a safe environment through inclusivity and community with experiences shared by
LGBTQ+ students and library staff. The iBelong
Project was launched in the Spring 2019 semester
to promote an atmosphere where everyone feels
supported and welcomed on campus.

University Libraries is
pleased to announce
that Andrea Tiffany
has accepted the position of Day Manager in
the Harold Schiffman
Music Library (HSML)
at UNC Greensboro.
Tiffany has been working for University Libraries since July,
2021, as a temporary
Andrea Tiffany
employee. Prior to
joining the University Libraries, she was a freelance performer and studio clarinet teacher. Over
the past decade, she has held a variety of positions, including work at a gourmet popsicle shop
and as a barista at Barnes & Noble. In her new role
at HSML, Tiffany will oversee office logistics, such
as scheduling, ordering supplies, and payroll. She
will also be supervising student workers.
Tiffany holds a MM in Clarinet Performance from UNCG and a BA in Music Performance from the University of Alabama. In her
spare time, she likes to spend time with her cat,
Astro, play video games, such as “Animal Crossing” and listen to podcasts, like “The Candid Clarinetist” by Sam Rothstein.

UNC GREENSBORO
Wiley and UNC Greensboro’s Carolina
Consortium Partner to Deliver More
Open Access Research
Wiley, a global research and education leader, has announced a new
three-year agreement with the Carolina Consortium, a
consortium of libraries across North
and South Carolina.
The new agreement
will allow members
Tim Bucknall
of the 41 participating institutions access to all of Wiley’s hybrid and

UNC GREENSBORO
The University Libraries’ Queer Cafe
Has Been Awarded an iBelong Grant at
UNC Greensboro
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subscription journals. It also will grant researchers the right to publish accepted articles open access in all of Wiley’s 1,400 hybrid journals.
“Open access publishing allows scholars
to bring high-quality research from the lab to your
laptop. We’re excited to enter this agreement with
the Carolina Consortium to bring more research to
more people in the United States and globally,”
said Liz Ferguson, Senior Vice President, Wiley
Research Publishing.
The Carolina Consortium enables the 176
institutional members, consisting of public libraries, seminary schools, community colleges, public
universities, and private institutions of higher
learning to use their bulk purchasing power to
obtain favorable pricing on a variety of electronic
resources and services with a cost avoidance of
$421 million (https://library.uncg.edu/
CarolinaConsortium/).
“The Carolina Consortium greatly appreciates Wiley's flexibility and willingness to work
with us to structure a deal that meets the needs of
our diverse member libraries, while supporting
the open access publication of our collective scholarship,” said Tim Bucknall, Founder and Convener
of the Carolina Consortium and Assistant Dean of
the University Libraries at UNC Greensboro.

"Understanding News Media Bias" (February 2);
"How False Information Spreads" (February 16);
"The Conspiracy Theory Phenomenon" (March
23); and "Fighting Bias & Finding the
Truth" (April 20). The library is also displaying a
series of posters from The News Literacy Project
(newslit.org) that highlight these themes and provide students with resources to understand, interpret, and share news knowledgeably.

USC UPSTATE
USC Upstate Library Celebrates
Reopening after Renovations
After eight months of renovations, the USC Upstate Library building reopened to students, staff, and
faculty just in time
for the fall semester
of 2021. During the
renovations, the
library operated
remotely from the
university’s Campus
USC Upstate Chancellor
Life Center. NeverBennie Harris (Left) and USC
Upstate Library Dean John
theless, library staff
Barnett (Right)
and faculty were
glad to be “home,” enjoying easy access to the collections and services, updated computer labs, refreshed study spaces, and other improvements
made to the library.
The university celebrated the library’s
grand reopening on October 20, 2021. The event
also served to introduce two other new additions
to campus, University Chancellor Bennie Harris,
who presided over the ribbon-cutting ceremony,
and Library Dean John Barnett.

SOUTH
CAROLINA
USC UPSTATE
"Know Your News" - News Literacy
Events at the USC Upstate Library
To build student awareness about the differences between news, opinion, and conspiracy
theories, the University of South Carolina Upstate
Library will host a series of news literacy events in
spring semester of 2022. The “Know Your News”
series will include webinars, videos, discussions,
and activities that will promote the understanding
of news bias and discourage the spread of false
information. There are four events in this series:

USC Upstate
Library
colleagues
await the
ribboncutting
ceremony
with
Chancellor
Harris
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